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I sat riveted to the television screen as a Special Report suddenly interrupted the program I was watching. The NBC News anchor announced that the
long-anticipated document prepared by the Office of the Independent Council
had just been officially released for distribution to members of the United States
Congress, and then to the general public as well. It was Friday afternoon, the
11th of September 1998, and news reporters wasted no time in reading and then
revealing the detailed allegations of an extra-marital sexual affair between the
President of the United States of America and a former White House intern.
Incredulous, I wondered why the findings of the Special Prosecutor were being
put on the Internet for everyone to read. At the rate of 300,000 hits per minute
on the website, the public rushed to gloat over or blush over the appallingly pornographic 445-page report.2 But, what was the purpose of making these obscene
accounts known throughout the country, and indeed the whole world?
I lay awake long and late that Friday night, musing and meditating on many
stories of the Bible. Why were they recorded? What was the purpose for including these narratives, especially such embarrassing tales as that of King
David, the monarch with multiple wives, who sexually seduced the stunning
spouse of one of his most admired military men, who ÒconvenientlyÓ happened
1

Throughout this document, the names of living SDA authors whose works I evaluate have
been intentionally omitted. This has been done to help the reader focus on the perspectives being
addressed, rather than on the proponents of these views. In other words, since scholarship requires it,
specific references have been provided; however, the authorsÕ names have purposely been excluded
so all vital concepts can be seriously considered without the reader being distracted by the personalities who promulgate these views.
2
This document became the basis on which the United States House of Representatives voted
on the 19th of December 1998, to impeach the president, the first time ever that an elected president
has been impeached in the United States of America.
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to be away on official business? And what about Abraham, the Òfather of the
faithful,Ó shading the facts so as to save his own skin? Or Samson, the ScriptureÕs superman, the politician who propositioned a prostitute? Or Rahab, a
heathen harlot, who fabricated a string of falsehoods when concealing Israelite
spies?
As I have, over the years, read and studied both the published and unpublished materials produced by Seventh-day Adventists (SDAs), I have become
increasingly aware of some of the rather novel ways in which Bible narratives
have been and are being interpreted. Though more subtle and less obvious than
other current Òhot potatoesÓ in the Adventist community, I believe that several
of these procedures for understanding and applying Scripture stories3 are having
a pernicious yet profound impact on our perception of ethical issues which will
invariably influence the practice of morality in our personal lives.
Allow me to illustrate: In November 1998, I was pleasantly surprised to receive a long-distance call from a good friend of mine, a former student missionary who had been my roommate 20 years earlier. For an hour I listened as he
told me about his personal perusal of the Scriptures, his investigation of stories
of the marital practices of God-fearing men, and his conclusion that polygamy is
permissible for a committed Christian. In fact, in subsequent e-mail communication, he has proposed that it might be Òthe moral duty of a godly manÓ to Òtake
the responsibility of husbandingÓ and Òproviding for more than one wife.Ó4
Now, he has made it plain to me that, while he is not proposing that one should
take any woman already married, one of his major concerns is the need to provide a direct father-figure and husband for the many less-than-ideal singlemother homes which exist today. In fact, he writes: ÒWhat if God has in mind,
as a hitherto unrecognized part of the last days Elijah message,Ó a Òresurgence of
menÓ who Òare willing to shoulder the responsibility of being husbands to more
than one woman?Ó5
And, by the way, this is not an isolated incident among SDAs in the USA.
Several years ago, while I was still researching and writing my project dissertation on polygamy in the Bible, someone from the General Conference of SDAs
contacted me with a request to assist with a ÒproblemÓ they were having with a
person, who turned out to be an academy teacher, who had produced a lengthy
document in which he concluded that plural marriage is a fully acceptable practice for contemporary Christians. In our subsequent communication this man
indicated that he believed that this teaching was actually part of Òpresent truthÓ
for Adventists.
3
In this article, the terms Òstory,Ó Ònarrative,Ó Òchronicle,Ó etc., are used interchangeably. It is
significant that the titles of three of Ellen WhiteÕs prominent books all start with the phrase Òthe
story ofÓ: The Story of Redemption, The Story of Patriarchs and Prophets, and The Story of Prophets
and Kings.
4
Personal e-mail received 3 November 1998.
5
Personal e-mail received 2 November 1998.
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This issue of novel interpretations of Scripture stories is not confined simply to the manner in which people have dealt with the accounts of polygamy in
the Bible, even though examples of plural marriage seem to be frequently utilized.6 On the contrary, it appears that numerous biblical narratives are now being retold in radical ways.7 Meticulous analysis of these materials reveals some
significant trends. While critiquing some of these reinterpreted chronicles, I will
briefly outline these strategies, together with their concomitant ethical ramifications. Since it is now being recognized that Òstories are a key means by which
scripture communicates,Ó8 I will present alternative Scripture-based principles
which should provide a dependable, coherent interpretation for a practical application of biblical narratives.
Basic Biblical Presuppositions
Before proceeding with this task, however, one vital methodological matter
needs urgent attention, and that is, to demonstrate that the Bible itself does furnish distinct strategies for reliably understanding and appropriately applying its
narrative portions. Note this well-worded biblical concept: ÒNo serious interpreter of the Bible can fail to recognize the significance of the principles by
which the NT writers interpreted the OT. Although the principles are seldom
explicitly stated, they can be derived by careful analysis.Ó9 Admittedly, even
though an attempt has been made to Òsafeguard the importance of objectivity in

6
See, for example, ÒA Christian Consideration of PolygamyÓ (D.Min. project report, Andrews
U, 1981); ÒThe Adventist ChurchÕs Position and Response to Socio-Cultural Issues in AfricaÓ
(D.Min. project report, Andrews U, 1979); ÒBetween the Ideal and the Actual,Ó Adventist Review, 29
May 1986, 4-5; Marriage, Divorce, and . . . (Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1987); ÒHow
Melanesia Shaped My Hermeneutics and Theology: Some Personal Reflections,Ó in Avondale and
the South Pacific: 100 Years of Mission (Cooranbong, NSW, Australia: Avondale Academic P,
1997), 93-105.
7
See, for example, the following materials in which narratives have been utilized, evidently in
an attempt to prove or establish specific ethical theories or lifestyle standards: ÒItÕs a Sin to Tell a
Lie,Ó Insight, 24 November 1981, 5-8; ÒIn Defense of Rahab,Ó Adventist Review, December 1997,
24-26; ÒRahab Revisited,Ó Adventist Review, March 1998, 5; ÒWhen the Truth Is a Lie,Ó in Lyrics of
Love: GodÕs Top Ten (Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1988), 79-86; Inspiration: Hard Questions, Honest
Answers (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald, 1991); Samuel: From the Danger of Chaos to the
Danger of Power, The Abundant Life Bible Amplifier (Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1995).
8
John Goldingay, Models for Interpretation of Scripture (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1995),
71.
9
ÒInspired WritersÕ Interpretation of Inspired Writings,Ó in A Symposium on Biblical Hermeneutics, ed. Gordon M. Hyde (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Committee, General Conference
of Seventh-day Adventists, 1974), 128. Several times in the New Testament, narratives from the Old
Testament are told; see, for example, Acts 7; 13; Heb 11-13; 2 Pet 2; Jude. Furthermore, the proper
method of interpreting inspired narratives was already evident in Old Testament times; see, for example, Deut 9; 10; Neh 9; Isa 7; Hos 12.
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interpretation,Ó10 there is no doubt that Òdifferent people can come to different
legitimate interpretations of a story.Ó11 Nevertheless, as this research will demonstrate, Òthere are limits to what can [authentically] be read out of a story.Ó12
Two of the most prominent New Testament passages that undergird the
above declaration regarding the derivation of interpretational principles are
found in the writings of the apostle Paul. Romans 15:4, which states that Òwhatever things were written before were written for our learning,Ó13 indicates that
the moral truths of the Old Testament are of permanent value.14 The same basic
truth is reiterated in 1 Corinthians 10:11, the first part of which reads: ÒNow all
these things happened to them as examples, and they were written for our admonition.Ó Based on this passage, some have claimed that the manner in which Old
Testament people lived provides us with ÒGod-approved examples of how He
wants us to behave in similar moral conflicts.Ó15 Thus, it is concluded that stories such as those of Rahab and of the Hebrew midwives Shiphrah and Puah
have been included in the Bible so that believers will know what to do under
comparable circumstances. In other words, it is specifically argued that these
stories demonstrate that lying to save life is not only perfectly legitimate but
actually the morally right thing to do, without any need for repentance or forgiveness, since this kind of lying is purportedly not considered a sin by God.16
But is this what the Bible is really saying in 1 Corinthians 10:11? This verse
is, in effect, the summary of the preceding passage, in which Paul reminds the
Corinthian Christians, ÒNow these things became our examples, to the intent
that we should not lust after evil things as they also lustedÓ (1 Cor 10:6; emphasis added). Then Paul enumerates some of these evils, such as idolatry and sexual immorality (1 Cor 10:7, 8), together with some of the judgments meted out
by God (1 Cor 10:8-10). Thus, rather than merely blindly following Scripture
stories, the immediate and broader contexts need to be taken into account in
order to distinguish between what the Bible actually teaches and what it simply
10
Models for Interpretation of Scripture, 51. Goldingay indicates that the following factors
help to explain the reasons for these divergent interpretations: the openness, ambiguity, and complexity of the texts, as well as the fact that there could be many applications of a story; ibid., 51-53.
11
Ibid.
12
Ibid.
13
Unless otherwise indicated, all Scripture references in this document will be from the New
King James Version (NKJV).
14
ÒInspired WritersÕ Interpretation of Inspired Writings,Ó 129.
15
Norman L. Geisler and Paul D. Feinberg, Introduction to Philosophy: A Christian Perspective (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1980), 417.
16
See Introduction to Philosophy: A Christian Perspective, 425; Norman L. Geisler, The
Christian Ethic of Love (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1973), 75; Norman L. Geisler, Ethics: Alternatives and Issues (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1971), 136; Norman L. Geisler, ÒIn Defense of
Hierarchical Ethics,Ó Trinity Journal 4 (September 1975): 87. For a comprehensive response to these
theories see my ÒA Critical Study of Norman L. GeislerÕs Ethical HierarchicalismÓ (Th.D. dissertation, University of South Africa, 1997), available at the James White Library, Andrews U, Berrien
Springs, Michigan.
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reports so as to portray how far GodÕs people drifted from Him and His holy
law.17 In other words, there are examples in Scripture that we should not follow.
Therefore, far from suggesting that the actions of Bible characters should be
uncritically emulated, 1 Corinthians 10:11 is a summons to all believers to
Òavoid the evils recorded and imitate only the righteousness of those who served
the Lord.Ó18
Recognizing the dangers of simplistically imitating Scripture stories, the
following two biblically sound cautions have been suggested:
(1) Commendation of a person or notable action need not imply
commendation of every element of the men and women cited.
(2) Reporting or narrating an event in Scripture is not to be equated
with approving, recommending, or making that action or characteristic normative for emulation by all subsequent readers.19

Hence, each narrative needs to be analyzed with regard to literary progression, dramatic structure, and stylistic features.
ÒThough their communication is indirect, narratives nevertheless speak
GodÕs truth powerfully when they are properly interpreted.Ó20 In brief then, a
contextual reading of Scripture shows that Òthe NT writers saw in the OT a precious storehouse of materials for moral instruction in Christian living.Ó21
However, it is not only the Old Testament that provides information and inspiration for moral transformation. The well-known passage in 2 Timothy 3:16,
17 indicates that Òall Scripture is given by God and is usefulÓ for Òshowing people what is wrong in their lives,Ó and Òfor teaching how to live rightÓ (NCV;
emphasis added).22 Indeed, John the Beloved tells us the very reason he recorded
the ÒstoryÓ of Jesus was so that Òyou may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God, and that believing you may have life in His nameÓ (John 20:31).
This is ultimately the central purpose of all of the Bible, including the narrative
portionsÑto point to Jesus Christ, the Savior of the world, as well as the Lord of
all life; One who not only reclaims and redeems from sin (John 1:29), but One
17

Walter C. Kaiser, Jr., Toward Old Testament Ethics (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1983),

283.

18
Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 9 vols. (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press,
1948), 4:12.
19
Toward Old Testament Ethics, 283.
20
William W. Klein, Craig L. Blomberg, Robert L. Hubbard, Jr., with Kermit A. Ecklebarger,
consulting editor, Introduction to Biblical Interpretation (Dallas, TX: Word Publishing, 1993), 261
(emphasis added). These authors state that narratives are the most common type of literature in the
Bible, the most familiar forms being: reports (anecdotes, battle reports, construction reports, dream
reports, epiphany reports, historical stories, and memoirs); heroic narratives (cosmic epics and ancestral epics); prophet stories; comedies; and farewell speeches; ibid., 261-271.
21
ÒInspired WritersÕ Interpretation of Inspired Writings,Ó 139.
22
When Paul uses the term ÒScriptureÓ we know that he includes both Old and New Testament
material, since this is the way he uses the term in his earlier letter to Timothy; see 1 Timothy 5:18,
where he quotes from both Deuteronomy 25:4 (the Old Testament), and Luke 10:7 (the New Testament).
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who also reforms and transforms the sinner (2 Cor 5:17). Thus, only when the
stories of Scripture are seen as focusing on the Savior can they be appropriately
understood and correctly applied.
One more component of these chronicles needs to be highlighted: the irrefutable fact that Òbiblical narrative is replete with realistic figures seen in all
their human frailty.Ó23 For example:
Literary scholars have long noted the amazing transparency of biblical portraits. SamsonÕs carnality, DavidÕs lust, SolomonÕs political
and religious compromise or ElijahÕs cowardice in running from
Jezebel are all presented with remarkable forthrightness. . . . There
was no attempt to hide the human frailty of biblical heroes.24

While it is true that characters such as Elisha and Daniel model perseverance and faithfulness in the face of tremendous pressure,25 ÒGod, not the biblical
heroes, is magnified throughout.Ó26 This adoration is nowhere better exhibited
than in the book of Judges. ÒEvery victory wrought is a triumph of God and of
the faith of those who place their trust in Him.Ó27 Thus, rightly understood, Bible stories are to bring praise and honor to the God of the universe.
Six Interpretational Strategies
Now that we have established and highlighted vital fundamental truths of
Scripture, we can proceed to catalog the kinds of problematic procedures utilized by some in their explication of biblical narratives, as well as to recommend
an alternative methodology which is scripturally sound.
A. Contradictory Reinterpretations or Consistent Renderings. An eloquent and compelling article was recently published concerning the subject of
deception. Attempting to prove that Òthe Old Testament is saturated with examples of [allegedly appropriate deceptive] undercover activities in the accomplishment of the divine purpose,Ó28 it states:
JochebedÕs strategy to protect the baby Moses might be cited as a
case in point. One can argue that every day the lad was kept concealed, Jochebed lived a lie as she went about her regular duties in
the community. For, in effect, she was representing herself as standing in compliance with the Egyptian edict when, in fact, she was
not.29

23
Grant R. Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spiral: A Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1991), 159.
24
Ibid.
25
Introduction to Biblical Interpretation, 267.
26
The Hermeneutical Spiral: A Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical Interpretation, 160.
27
Ibid.
28
ÒIn Defense of Rahab,Ó 25.
29
Ibid.
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A simple reading of the actual narrative in the Bible, one which is consistent with the record itself, quickly dispels the unsubstantiated assumptions advanced in the above assertion. Exodus 1:22 notes that after the failure of his
plans to exterminate the Israelites, both through brutal taskmasters and Godfearing midwives, ÒPharaoh commanded all his people,Ó30 i.e., Òthe whole nationÓ31 of Egyptians,32 to drown every newborn Israelite boy in the Nile river.
Thus, when it is rightly recognized that the command was given specifically to
the Egyptians and not to any Israelites, it becomes obvious that the characterization of Jochebed as one who Òlived a lieÓ33 clearly contradicts the Word of God,
which indicates that she was not violating any command at all. Incidentally,
there is nothing innately immoral in the simple act of hiding. This can be observed from a consideration of the various times when Jesus Christ, our sinless
Savior, and one in whom there is no ÒdeceitÓ (1 Peter 2:22), concealed Himself.
This includes an occasion when His life was at stake (John 8:59), as well as
when He simply wanted to hide away in a house in order to rest and recuperate
(Mark 6:30-7:24).34 Since there does not appear to be a shred of evidence that
Jochebed, this devout mother in Israel, was involved in any deceptive activity in
protecting MosesÕ life, it would be unfair and illogical to suggest that this case
study supports the hypothesis that it is justifiable to utilize deception Òin the
accomplishment of the divine purpose.Ó35 This is especially true in light of
JeremiahÕs statement: ÒCursed is he who does the work of the Lord deceitfullyÓ
(Jer 48:10a).36 While the above-mentioned imaginative, but erroneous, reinterpretation emerges as contradictory to the inspired record, the facts that are consistent with the biblical narrative exonerate Jochebed and show how God
worked through her to attain His divine plan.37 This narrative, rather than offering an excuse to deceive when under distress, inspires us to discover discrete,
yet ethically appropriate, ways of obeying GodÕs absolute moral norms even
while living in a hostile environment.38
30

Emphasis added.
Ellen G. White, The Story of Patriarchs and Prophets (Washington, DC: Review and Herald,
1958), 242.
32
J. Cheryl Exum, ÒÔYou Shall Let Every Daughter LiveÕ: A Study of Exodus 1:8-2:10,Ó Semeia 28 (1983): 75, concurs, noting that ÒÔall his people,Õ v. 22, appears to mean only the Egyptians.Ó
33
ÒIn Defense of Rahab,Ó 25.
34
See Ellen G. White, The Desire of Ages (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1898), 399.
35
ÒIn Defense of Rahab,Ó 25.
36
The second part of this verse must be understood in light of the fact that at that time Israel
was a theocracy, under the command of God, the Creator of all life.
37
This is the kind of thing that happened in the early Christian church: ÒGod used Paul to do
powerful special worksÓ (Acts 19:11 NLV).
38
Commenting on the parables told by Jesus, it has been observed that ÒHe told true-to-life stories to make clear to His hearers the true meaning of life,Ó with the primary purpose of getting Òa
commitment from His hearers to a new life experience;Ó ÒInterpretation of Symbols, Types, Allego31
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Another illustration of discrepant renderings of the biblical record can be
seen in the writings that promote the propriety of practicing polygamy under
certain circumstances. For example, completely misreading the genealogical
listings, it is asserted that the God-fearing Lamech, Òthe father of Noah, had two
wives (Gen 4:19).Ó39 Then, further misrepresenting the scriptural data, it is
claimed that ÒAbraham had a principal wife Sarah and two lesser wives (Gen
16:3; 25:1).Ó40 Based on life histories as reinterpreted here, it is then concluded
that Òpolygamy was accepted as a legal form of marriage by most of the Old
Testament writers.Ó41 A quick look at the Bible itself, including the specific references provided in these statements, reveals that the above information contradicts the plain facts on record. For example, Genesis 4:16-19 indicates that the
man named ÒLamech,Ó the worldÕs first polygamist, was a descendant of Cain,
and not the father of Noah in the godly line of Seth, as claimed above. Also,
contrary to the charge that Abraham had three wives at the same time, the Genesis account indicates that, at GodÕs instruction, he terminated his relationship
with Hagar (Gen 21:12), and then married Keturah only subsequent to the death
of Sarah (Gen 23:1, 2; cf. 25:1). Thus, when this narrative of Abraham is interpreted in a manner consistent with the inspired account, it becomes obvious that
the above allegation, that Abraham had a Òprincipal wifeÓ and Òtwo lesser
wivesÓ simultaneously, cannot be corroborated by the Scriptures.
Adventists are not unique in this kind of narrative manipulation. Consider
for a moment the perspectve of a prolific evangelical who holds that it is morally
right to violate one of the Ten Commandments as long as in so doing one keeps
a so-called Òhigher law.Ó42 As part of the vindication for this view, the following
statement is made: ÒDavid and his men who broke into the temple and stole the
consecrated bread were declared guiltless by Christ (Matt. 12:3-4).Ó43 Then,
based on this comment, the following moral tenet is suggested: ÒPerhaps ÔstealingÕ bread from the temple (that is, taking it without permission of the proper
authority) is not morally wrong when starvation of GodÕs servant is the other
alternative.Ó44 The original story, found in 1 Samuel 21, illuminates the brief
comment made by Jesus in the New Testament. David had been fleeing for his
ries, and Parables,Ó in A Symposium on Biblical Hermeneutics (Washington, DC: Biblical Research
Committee, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1974), 219.
39
ÒThe Church and Polygamy in Sub-Saharan Africa,Ó 1981, TMs [photocopy], p. 24, Adventist Heritage Center, James White Library, Andrews U, Berrien Springs, Michigan.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid., 24-25.
42
Norman L. Geisler, Christian Ethics: Options and Issues (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1989),
119.
43
Christian Ethics: Options and Issues, 120 (emphasis added). See also, ibid., 109; Norman L.
Geisler, Options in Contemporary Christian Ethics (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1981), 78-79, 88;
Norman L. Geisler, ÒConflicting Absolutism,Ó Bulletin of the Evangelical Philosophical Society 2
(1979): 6.
44
Christian Ethics: Options and Issues, 107.
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life from Saul when he arrived at Nob. Hungry, he asked the priest, Ahimelech,
for some food. Even though the only available food was the consecrated bread
that was to be eaten by the priests exclusively, David requested this bread for
himself and his men. Ahimelech, after receiving guidance from God (1 Sam
22:10), decided to give them the bread because they were ceremonially clean.
In the entire story, as recorded in both Old and New Testaments, there is no
indication that David Òbroke into the temple,Ó as has been alleged. Rather, as
Jesus says, Òhe entered the house of GodÓ (Matt 12:4). Moreover, consistent
with the biblical account, there is no evidence that David Òstole the consecrated
bread,Ó as charged above. Instead, he was given the bread by the priest who had
consulted God on the matter. Clearly, only by flatly contradicting the scriptural
account can David be inaccurately cast in the role of one who ÒbrokeÓ into
GodÕs temple to ÒstealÓ food in order to survive. Accordingly, this inaccurately
rendered incident cannot rightly be used to sustain the unbiblical theory that
certain moral laws can be broken without any moral culpability. Incidentally,
this matter of who was allowed to eat the consecrated bread was not a moral, but
merely a ceremonial law, which was Òoverturned by Christ showing it is not
absolute in application.Ó45 As has been recognized: ÒIn the instance of David
and his men, a ritualistic law was being violated for the sake of maintaining human life. These laws of the cultus obviously were temporal in nature.Ó46 Thus,
when this chronicle of the consumption of the consecrated bread is comprehended in a manner consistent with the complete scriptural account, it becomes
clear that Òthis incident cannot be used to show that Christ approved of breaking
Old Testament [moral] laws because of expediency.Ó47 Hence, this incident
serves to reinforce the concept that, while ceremonial regulations were of limited scope and restricted duration, GodÕs moral laws are eternal, immutable, and
applicable in all situations.
B. Conjectural Interpretation or Contextual Implications. One of the
more perilous strategies employed by some in the retelling of stories, especially
of brief narratives that seem to omit some details,48 is the method of conjectural
interpretation. Take, for example, the Òfrightful and delightfulÓ49 account of
Elisha and the Syrian army (2 Kgs 6:8-20). Speculating that the prophet must
45
Chris Brown, ÒA Brief Analysis of GeislerÕs Hierarchical Proof Texts,Ó 1985, TMs [photocopy], p. 15, Center for Research and Scholarship, Liberty University, Lynchburg, Virginia.
46
O. Palmer Robertson, ÒReflections on the New Testament Testimony Concerning Civil Disobedience,Ó Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 33 (September 1990): 334. For biblical
evidence of this, see for example, Col 2:14-17.
47
Erwin W. Lutzer, The Morality Gap: An Evangelical Response to Situation Ethics (Chicago,
IL: Moody, 1972), 77.
48
It has been noted that in all narratives there Òare the gaps, the things left unsaid,Ó for Òone
never receives a step by step, sequential presentation of everything;Ó Terrance O. Keegan, Interpreting the Bible: A Popular Introduction to Biblical Hermeneutics (New York, NY: Paulist, 1985),
102-103.
49
ÒWhen the Truth Is a Lie,Ó 84.
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surely have known that the enemy were out to capture him, it has been alleged
that Elisha misled the troops. Based on such conjecturing it is then submitted
that this is one of the Òincidents that illustrate how GodÕs people understood the
limits and proper application of the ninth commandment.Ó50 Put plainly, it is
posited that this Scripture story teaches that it is not only legitimate to lie to save
life, but that this is what it means to live ethically in GodÕs kingdom.51
Others too have charged that ÒElisha deceived his would-be captors in order
to save his life,Ó52 and that this narrative proves that there is Òdivine approval of
falsification for life-saving.Ó53 While on the surface it might appear that Elisha
was involved in deception, the question must be asked as to what can be learned
from the actual text and surrounding context. In brief, the narrative is about an
attempt by the Syrians to kill the king of Israel. Their efforts failed when God
informed Elisha, who then warned the Israelite king. When the Syrians discovered the reason for their failure, they changed their plans and set out to capture
Elisha. Though the reader of the Bible story obviously knows about this new
development, there is no evidence that Elisha himself was aware of this. Thus,
fearless of the foe, and with confidence in his CreatorÕs protection, Elisha asked
God to temporarily blind these military forces. Then, still apparently under the
impression that these Syrians wanted the Israelite king as previously, Elisha took
them as captives to the capital, presented them to the king, and treated them with
incredible hospitality. If the story is interpreted on the weight of internal evidence, Elisha stands out in this incident as a man of truthfulness; as one who
operated non-deceptively within the limits and boundaries of the information at
his disposal. There is no proof at all that Elisha deceived his foes in order to
save his own life.54 Rather, this chronicle teaches that Elisha believed in loving
50

Ibid.
Ibid., 83-86.
52
Introduction to Philosophy: A Christian Perspective, 417. See also Richard Higginson, Dilemmas: A Christian Approach to Moral Decision Making (Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox,
1988), 64.
53
Introduction to Philosophy: A Christian Perspective, 417.
54
In fact, when one studies the entire story and realizes how close to God Elisha was and how
much he trusted in His divine power and protection, it seems rather unreasonable to assume that
Elisha knew the enemy was after him and that therefore he stooped to using deception to protect
himself. However, if one insists on assuming that Elisha did know that the Syrian king was now after
him, and that he therefore actually did lie, this still does not ÒproveÓ that deception is acceptable to
God. What it would show is that, even after God had provided superior supernatural forces to protect
him, and after God had miraculously blinded the enemy, ElishaÕs faith somehow faltered when facing a blinded and essentially conquered foe. Obviously this does not make much sense at all. But, if
this is what happened, it must be remembered that no human being is to be held up as an example.
The only example to be unquestioningly followed is Jesus Christ (1 Pet 2:21). Other biblical characters are to be emulated only as they imitated Jesus, and acted in faithfulness and loving loyalty to
GodÕs clearly revealed will in Scripture. As Paul states: ÒFollow my example, as I follow the example of ChristÓ (1 Cor 11:1 NCV). For those who contend that we do not know whether or not Elisha
knew that the Syrians were now after him, the most that can then be concluded from this incident is
nothing about truthtelling or deception, but rather that kindness is more powerful than the sword.
51
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and doing good to his enemies (see Luke 6:27, 28). Solomon put it this way: ÒIf
the one who hates you is hungry, feed him. If he is thirsty, give him water. If
you do that, you will be making him more ashamed of himself, and the Lord will
pay youÓ (Prov 25:21, 22 NLV). And this is the lesson for us as well: To treat
those who hate us with kindness and love.
Another example of this type of speculative interpretation appears in an article dealing with evangelizing polygamous peoples. Without any supportive
scriptural evidence, it is conjectured that in the Bible the levirate custom Òwas a
major cause of polygamy.Ó It is alleged that the biblical Òlevirate is a binding
obligation,Ó which makes polygamy Òinevitable.Ó55 Based on this unprovable
postulation, it is then categorically concluded that the Old Testament levirate
law Òwas one of the two major foundation pillars of polygamy.Ó56
Admittedly, there are few examples in Scripture of the custom outlined in
Deuteronomy 25:5-10,57 in which the dead manÕs brother or nearest relative
actually marries his widow. Careful contextual analysis of this actual legislation
indicates that the levirate was established as a regular marriage, for the purpose
of raising up a male heir to perpetuate the lineage of the childless, deceased
man. According to the implication of the text, this optional custom was to be
practiced only if the brother were not already married, thus excluding the possibility of coercing anyone into polygamy. Furthermore, an examination of every
case of the practice of the levirate in its immediate and broader contexts in
Scripture,58 demonstrates that there is no proof whatsoever that this convention
ever caused or resulted in polygamy.59 As has been concisely stated: ÒThe interpretation of a story thus emerges from the story itself.Ó60 Thus, while conjectured assumptions about the levirate practice may appear to promote polygamy,
a proper contextual approach to biblical accounts indicates that this divine
regulation Òharmonized well with the model of monogamous marriage as instituted by God at creation.Ó61
As an additional attempt to bolster this argument of accepting practicing
polygamists into the church, suppositions connected with ElkanahÕs marital
practice have been indulged in. After hypothesizing that Elkanah was Òapparently an ordinary peasant farmer,Ó it is then contended that Òit can be inferred
from this story that most ordinary households in Israel were probably monoga-
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mous but that quite a few may have been bigamous or even polygamous.Ó62
Based on this conjecture, among other factors, it is presumptuously concluded
that Òpolygamy was clearly accepted as a valid form of marriage.Ó63 The context
of the biblical narrative suggests that, in contrast to the above speculation, Elkanah was not simply one of the common people.64 When his son, Samuel, had
been weaned, he was taken to be dedicated to serve in the house of the Lord.
Part of the sacrifice consisted of Òthree bullsÓ (1 Sam 1:24).65 This Òvery expensive offeringÓ66 indicates that Elkanah had resources not generally available to a
common Israelite.67 In the words of Ellen White, Elkanah Òwas a man of wealth
and influence.Ó68 Furthermore, there might be some significance to the fact that,
in the text immediately following the mention of ElkanahÕs polygamy, the two
sexually immoral priests, Hophni and Phinehas, are introduced (1 Sam 2:22).
Recognizing that even the spiritual leaders of the Israelites were promiscuous, it
comes as no surprise to learn that the wealthy and influential Elkanah chose to
become polygamous in those days when Òeveryone did what was right in his
own eyesÓ (Judg 21:25b).69 Ellen White observes that ElkanahÕs choice of taking in a second wife was Òprompted by a lack of faith in God,Ó70 and was Òa
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Ibid., 27; see also, ibid., 24-25.
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1986), 32.
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StudyÓ (M.Th. thesis, Dallas Theological Seminary, 1984), 30.
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of Ruth; The First and Second Books of Samuel, The LaymanÕs Bible Commentary (Atlanta, GA:
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course which God did not sanction.Ó71 Thus, when understood in its appropriate
scriptural context the story of ElkanahÕs violation of GodÕs monogamous marital
standards fails to provide a positive model for the Christian to emulate. When
correctly rendered, according to the actual biblical contexts, these examples of
the practice of polygamy become a summons for all to live life in accord with
the CreatorÕs monogamous marital norms.
This type of conjecturing in connection with biblical narratives surfaces in
other ethical literature. As part of the attempt to prove that lying to save life is
right, it is asserted: ÒNo doubt Obadiah the prophet engaged in some deceptive
activity to save the lives of one hundred prophets of God (1 Kings 18:13).Ó72
Thorough investigation of the entire biblical record indicates that there is no
evidence whatsoever that Obadiah was involved in any Òdeceptive activity,Ó as
has been alleged.73 The passage, in light of its context, reports that during the
time that Jezebel was murdering the prophets of the Lord, Obadiah ÒÔhid one
hundred men of the LordÕs prophets, fifty to a cave, and fed them with bread and
water.ÕÓ74 If one is to assume, as has been proposed above, that Obadiah doubtless engaged in some type of deception in order to protect the lives of these men,
then one could also surmise that he most likely stole the bread and water for
these innocent victims, since commodities were certainly in short supply during
the famine. But all this groundless groping beyond the textual testimony is a
reading into the account of oneÕs own suppositions, rather than accepting the
passage just as it reads. This type of distorted eisegesis seems to be a desperate
bid to find support for a non-scriptural theory. The chronicle itself reveals how
God worked through the courageous efforts of a self-sacrificing servant to provide protection for His own prophets, and by implication it challenges all to be
willing to selflessly support legitimate leaders in the LordÕs work (see 2 Chr
20:20; cf. Matt 5:12; 23:29-35).
By way of summary, while avoiding the construction of theories upon mere
conjecture, the careful student of Scripture will take into account all contextual
implications and relevant factors before drawing any conclusions.
C. Convoluted Descriptions or Conventional Definitions. Recently, a
new trend seems to be emerging in the interpretation of Scripture stories: the
construction of novel meanings for well-known terms. Consider for a few moments the following rationalistic reasoning in response to the question, ÒWhat
should the Christian do, when telling the naked truth can result in the direct loss
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of innocent human life?Ó75 First, the following subtly sarcastic statement is
made: ÒIf a lie is the simple utterance of an untruth, then the student who writes
on a test paper that London is the capital of Japan is lying.Ó76 Quickly crushing
this creative caricature, it is alternatively proposed that, ÒCommon sense would
dictate that intent and motive must come into the equation.Ó77 Finally, in place of
the fraudulent formulation of a ÒlieÓ given above, the following concept is then
promulgated: ÒTo lie, as I see it, is to make a false statement, with wicked or
malicious or selfish intent to [impress,] deceive or mislead.Ó78
On the surface, this description might appear appropriate and even accurate.
But careful consideration reveals at least the following three serious problems:
1. Contrary to the Biblical Definition. To begin with, letÕs consider the BibleÕs own definition of deception. There has been some debate as to the actual
meaning of the ninth commandment: ÒYou shall not bear false witness against
your neighborÓ (Exod 20:16). It has been stated that the language of this law Òis
clearly legal, forbidding malicious perjury.Ó79 Consequently, it is concluded that
Òthis commandment by itself, strictly interpreted, hardly constitutes a prohibition of any and every kind of deception.Ó80 Accordingly, at times any type of
deception has been promoted in order to preserve human life.81 While some
75
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modern linguists may endorse and promote this restricted view of the so-called
literal meaning of the ninth commandment,82 it is profoundly more significant to
determine how the divinely inspired Bible writers themselves understood and
interpreted this moral requirement.
While a superficial reading of Exodus 20:16 may admittedly appear to prohibit only lying in court, Leviticus 19 paints a much broader picture. Even a
casual look at this levitical legislation reveals that virtually every one of the Ten
Commandments is reiterated here, though in a different format.83 Verse 11,
which contains both the eighth and the ninth commandments, states: ÒYou shall
not steal, nor deal falsely, nor lie to one another.Ó The Hebrew term used here,
kŒ»a•, is an expression found throughout Old Testament writings that encompasses and prohibits different types of deception, and is not simply restricted to
legal issues.84 Indeed, it has been recognized that Òthis text in Leviticus does
prohibit Ôany form of lying or deception.ÕÓ85 This is the identical word found in
the charges of law-breaking brought against the people of Israel by Hosea, the
mid-eighth century B.C. prophet. Hosea 4:2 notes that the Israelites were Òlying
(kŒ»a•), killing and stealing and committing adultery.Ó The Hebrew terms employed here for Òkilling,Ó Òstealing,Ó and Òcommitting adultery,Ó are identical to
the ones in the Ten Commandments. However, in connection with the ninth
commandment, instead of using the supposedly limited expression found in the
Decalogue, Hosea selected the word kŒ»a•, which includes deception in general.86 Thus, it becomes evident that the divinely-inspired Old Testament writers
understood the ninth commandment as prohibiting perjury as well as all other
kinds of deceit.
An analogous situation emerges from an overview of the manner in which
New Testament writers perceived the meaning of this law. Perhaps best known
of these references to the Decalogue are the statements made by Jesus. In His
response to the rich young rulerÕs question as to which commandments he
needed to observe, Jesus said, in part: ÒÔYou shall not murder,Õ ÔYou shall not
commit adultery,Õ ÔYou shall not steal,Õ ÔYou shall not bear false witnessÕÓ (Matt
82
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19:18; cf. Mark 10:17-31; Luke 18:18-30). The Greek expression, pseudomarture¿, which the lexicon defines as to Òbear false witness,Ó or to Ògive false testimony,Ó87 is the term used for the ninth commandment, and it appears to approximate the same sense of the original Hebrew expression. This is the identical word used in Matthew 15:19, where Jesus comments: ÒFor out of the heart
proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies.Ó Interestingly, when Mark records the same story in his gospel
account (7:22), he utilizes a different Greek expression, dolos, one which includes deception of every shape and form.88 A comparable example of the interchangeability of these two terms is seen in PaulÕs writings. While he uses pseudomarture¿ in Romans 13:9, where he enumerates several of the commandments, in Romans 1:28-32 he uses dolos in a long catalog of vices. And it is this
expression which is employed in 1 Peter 2:22 to describe an evil trait not found
in our Òexample,Ó Jesus Christ: ÒNor was deceit (dolos) found in His mouth.Ó89
Thus, similar to their Old Testament counterparts, New Testament writers
viewed the ninth commandment as including more than merely a prohibition
against perjury in a legal setting.
Furthermore, examination of the ninth commandment, in its original setting
in Exodus as well as in its multiple occurrences throughout Scripture, 90 reveals
that this ethical obligation is always stated in a categorical manner, without any
exceptions, exemptions, or reservations: ÒYou shall not bear false witness
against your neighborÓ (Exod 20:16); ÒAnd do not lie to each otherÓ (Col 3:9
NJB). None of the texts forbidding falsehood suggests that lying is justifiable or
at least excusable depending on the predicament one might be in, or the motive
for telling the lie. All of these passages simply prohibit deception without any
qualification whatsoever! As succinctly summarized in a doctoral dissertation
on deceivers in Scripture: ÒThe motivation of the liar, positive or negative, is not
relevant.Ó91
It seems quite significant, then, that under divine inspiration, Bible writers
of both Testaments understood this moral law as forbidding all forms of falsehood, under all possible conditions, irrespective of projected consequences, and
regardless of purportedly pure motives. Ellen WhiteÕs extensive explication of
this ethical norm comports favorably with the scriptural definition delineated
above. She comments:
87
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False speaking in any matter, every attempt or purpose to deceive our
neighbor, is here included. An intention to deceive is what constitutes
falsehood. By a glance of the eye, a motion of the hand, an expression of the countenance, a falsehood may be told as effectually as by
words. All intentional overstatement, every hint or insinuation, even
the statement of facts in such a manner so as to mislead, is falsehood.92 This precept forbids every effort to injure our neighborÕs
reputation by misrepresentation or evil surmising, by slander or talebearing.93

As Ellen White astutely notes: ÒTruth is of God; deception in every one of
its myriad forms, is of Satan.Ó94 And, according to Ellen White, this includes
lying to save life: ÒEven life itself should not be purchased with the price of
falsehood.Ó95 Hence, instead of adopting a fallacious, humanly formulated view
of falsehood, it would be prudent and the only safe course for the committed
Christian to embrace the divinely designed definition of deception, for only in so
doing will there be opportunity for an accurate understanding and an appropriate
application of GodÕs royal law of liberty (Jas 2:8-12).
2. Conflict with the Dictionary Definition. The novel concept that a ÒlieÓ is
Òa false statement, with wicked or malicious or selfish intent to [impress,] deceive or mislead,Ó96 does not correspond with the conventional understanding of
the word. A painstaking investigation of three major English dictionaries covering the last century, from 1897 through 1997,97 reveals an amazing unanimity
regarding the essence of words which address the issue of misleading someone.
Whether it be Òdeceit,Ó Òdeceive,Ó Òfalsehood,Ó Òlie,Ó or Òprevaricate,Ó the same
basic idea emerges: It is a deliberate distortion of the truth, by word or deed,
with the objective of misleading. Thus, there are two, and only two, essential
elements in this dictionary definition relating to any kind of deception: (1) an
action perverting the truth; and (2) an aim to purposely misinform. Significantly,
for at least the past one hundred years, there has never been even the remotest
92
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Russian car came in second, and an American car second to last.Ó Now, while the facts were technically correct, they were told in such a way as to deceive.
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See the New Revised Encyclopaedic Dictionary, 1897; the Random House Dictionary of the
English Language, Unabridged Edition, 1966; and the Random House WebsterÕs Unabridged Dictionary, 2d ed., 1997.
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hint that the idea of ÒmotiveÓ forms a part of the proper meaning of terms describing deception. Concurring, it has quite correctly been recognized that
Christian behavior cannot really be judged Òby motive (which is truly known
only to God) or by end result (which can humanly never be foreseen with complete accuracy and completeness), but [only] by conformity to precepts that
Christians believe came from God.Ó98
Thus, rather than accepting the above convoluted description of a Òlie,Ó
which was apparently devised to justify some form of deception, it is best to
utilize the conventional definition, which accords well with the true biblical
meaning of these terms.
3. Confusion of Other Moral Regulations. The above phrase Òwith wicked
or malicious or selfish intentÓ implies, by contrast, that a false statement, told
with benevolent, altruistic, or compassionate motives, is not a lie, even though
its purpose is to deceive or mislead. If any of the other Ten Commandments are
modified in this manner, the results would be ludicrous and morally catastrophic. For example, the eighth commandment would then read: ÒStealing is to
take another personÕs possessions, with wicked or malicious or selfish intent,
without their permission;Ó meaning, by contrast, that you may swipe someoneÕs
goods, as long as it is done with noble intentions! Or consider a similarly revised
seventh commandment: ÒAdultery is when one is motivated by wicked or malicious or selfish desires to have sex outside of marriage;Ó meaning that extramarital sex is justifiable, if done Òlovingly,Ó Òkindly,Ó or Òmagnanimously.Ó
This is sometimes euphemistically labeled Òsacrificial adultery.Ó Obviously,
since the Decalogue simply calls for loving, loyal obedience to its absolute imperatives, irrespective of so-called virtuous motives, we need to observe them
faithfully Òeven unto deathÓ (Rev 2:10b KJV).
Frankly, there are several other instances of convoluted descriptions being
used to dazzle and disorient people. For instance, apparently uncomfortable with
using direct language to describe deception, various individuals have employed
subtle, Òuser-friendlyÓ phrases such as Òa diversionary tactic,Ó99 an Òimaginative
strategy,Ó100 a Òplayful trick,Ó101 or Òa very practical solution.Ó102 Whatever
happened to the challenge to Òcall a spade a spadeÓ? Ellen White charges us:
ÒCall sin by its right name. Declare what God has said in regard to lying, Sabbathbreaking, stealing, idolatry, and every other evil.Ó103 Indeed, while there
might be a tendency to euphemize expressions as a way of excusing actions,
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Òthis is a time for Christians to stand tall for truthÑin the midst of a forest of
lies.Ó104
In Colossians 2:8 (NIV) Paul cautions: ÒSee to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ.Ó105 ThatÕs the
choice: ÒHuman traditionÓ or ÒChrist.Ó In fact, in this same book, Paul stresses
the vital necessity of a dynamic relationship with our Creator, Jesus Christ, as
the key to the issue of truthtelling in any ChristianÕs life (see Col 3:9, 10).106
Similarly, recognizing that Òit is not a light or an easy thing to speak the exact
truth,Ó Ellen White says that Òwe cannot speak the truth unless our minds are
continually guided by Him who is truth.Ó107 All of us must make a pivotal decision: Either we will choose to follow Satan, Òthe father of liesÓ (John 8:44 ICB),
or we will elect to emulate Jesus Christ, who declares of Himself: ÒI am the
truthÓ (John 14:6 ICB)!
D. Conflationary Reconstructions or Chronological Readings. Scholars
who have carefully studied the Scriptures have rightly pointed out that biblical
narratives are not complete stories, recording every detail. Rather, what we find
in the Bible are Òselective, emphasized, and interpreted accounts of historical
events.Ó108 For instance, John explicitly admits that his gospel does not include
Òmany other things that Jesus didÓ (John 21:25). Nevertheless, he Òindicates that
the selective nature of his account did not impinge on its truthfulness.Ó109
Unfortunately, some have conflated various Scripture stories in such a manner that crucial information is distorted. Take the case history of David. Frequently, in the discussion on polygamy one hears the argument: ÒDavid had
many wives; yet, the Bible records that he was a man after GodÕs own heart.Ó
According to 1 Samuel 13:8-14, it was immediately after Saul had presumptuously officiated as priest in offering up a burnt sacrifice at Gilgal that
Samuel informed him that he would lose his kingdom. In this context Samuel
stated: ÒThe Lord has sought out for Himself a man after His own heartÓ (1 Sam
13:14). This young shepherd David, selected by God to replace Saul, was handsome, healthy, and living in harmony with the will of God (1 Sam 16:7, 12). The
narrative, when read chronologically, indicates that it was while David was yet
an unmarried man, and before he became embroiled in polygamy, that God
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called him Òa man after His own heart.Ó Concurring with the biblical data, Ellen
White comments at length:
Skeptics have assailed [C]hristianity, and ridiculed the Bible, because
David gave them occasion. They bring up to Christians the case of
David, his sin in the case of Uriah and Bathsheba, his polygamy, and
then assert that David is called a man after GodÕs own heart, and if
the Bible record is correct, God justified David in his crimes.
I was shown that it was when David was pure, and walking in
the counsel of God, that God called him a man after his own heart.
When David departed from God, and stained his virtuous character
by his crimes, he was no longer a man after GodÕs own heart.110

In other words, David was chosen by God as the next king of Israel when he
was living within GodÕs will. It was clearly at this time, and not when David
departed from following GodÕs moral requirements, and started indulging in
polygamy and other sins, that God considered him Òa man after His own
heart.Ó111
A similar conflation of scriptural data is evident in the manner in which
Acts 15 has been used in connection with the issue of womenÕs ordination.112 In
an otherwise excellent presentation on the importance of unity in the church, the
crucial fact that the Jerusalem Council decision was founded upon a solid biblical rationale, rather than merely cultural considerations, has been omitted.113
110
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May & Davis, 1855), 11.
111
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When all the complete chronological information is considered, it becomes clear
that this passage cannot rightly be used to promote or prohibit the ordination of
women to the gospel ministry. Instead, just like the early church, we need to
utilize reliable principles of biblical interpretation to address this matter, as well
as any other contemporary issues not directly mentioned in Scripture.
E. Conspiracy Theories or Character Themes. Not only does the story of
King David occupy a pivotal place in the corpus of Scripture, but, as already
observed above, it appears to be one that has often been reinterpreted in a variety of ways. For instance, arguing that ÒGod was not in the business of breaking
up polygamous marriages,Ó114 it has been asserted that it was actually God Himself who was responsible for DavidÕs multiple wives.115 This claim is based on
the prophet NathanÕs words to David in 2 Samuel 12:7, 8:
ÒThus says the Lord God of Israel: ÔI appointed you king over
Israel, and I delivered you from the hand of Saul.
ÔI gave you your masterÕs house and your masterÕs wives into
your keeping, and gave you the house of Israel and Judah. And if that
had been too little, I also would have given you much more!ÕÓ

Based on this passage, others have similarly claimed that Òthe Lord had
given David the wives of Saul,Ó116 and that the Bible speaks of DavidÕs Òpolygamy as sanctioned by God.Ó117 This type of conspiracy theory, in which God is
blamed for the questionable actions of Bible characters, is becoming more and
more prevalent among Christians. Admittedly, on the surface, the above passage
does appear to say that God was responsible for DavidÕs plural marriages. However, when studied in its direct and wider contexts such a conclusion proves to
be untenable.
First, it must be recognized that Scripture sometimes uses ÒactiveÓ terms to
express that which God merely allows to happen. A clear illustration of this appears during the liberation of the Israelites from Egyptian slavery, where it is
said that Òthe Lord hardened the heart of PharaohÓ (Exod 9:12; cf. 4:21; 7:3;
7:13; 10:1, 20, 27; 11:10; 14:4, 8). However, in the same story, the text also says
that ÒPharaoh hardened his [own] heartÓ (Exod 8:32; cf. 8:15; 9:34), and simply
that ÒPharaohÕs heart was hardenedÓ (Exod 7:22; cf. 7:14; 8:19; 9:12, 35). From
an examination of passages such as these, careful Bible students have rightly
realized that, since God is ultimately in control of the universe, the Scriptures
in its own division, together with a personal knowledge of the writerÕs own convictions, make it
plain that this approach to Acts 15 was aimed at promoting the ordination of women to the gospel
ministry.
114
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sometimes ascribe to God the choices made and actions taken by human beings.
However, recognizing that human beings have been created as free moral agents
(see, for example, Gen 2:15-17; cf. Deut 30:19; Josh 24:15; 1 Kgs 18:21), it has
been rightly concluded that Pharaoh, of his own free will, chose to harden his
heart against GodÕs directions.
A serious investigation of the 2 Samuel 12 passage indicates that a similar
utilization of language occurs here, this time with the word ÒgaveÓ or Ògive.Ó
Part of the judgment from God stated: ÒÔÒI will take your wives before your eyes
and give them to your neighborÓÕÓ (2 Sam 12:11). Since it is clear that this
prophecy was fulfilled when DavidÕs son Absalom had sexual relations with his
fatherÕs wives (2 Sam 21, 22),118 it is obvious that the term ÒgiveÓ does not here
indicate that God prompted these acts of wickedness.119 Rather, since AbsalomÕs
was clearly an incestuous act according to Leviticus 18:8, the word ÒgiveÓ must
be understood here as the permissive will of God. When it is remembered that
God originally established monogamous, heterosexual marriage as the standard
for all humanity (Gen 1:27, 28; 2:21-24), and that He prohibited the practice of
polygamy (eg., Lev 18:18 YLT; Deut 17:17),120 it becomes plain that He would
not have violated these norms by actually ÒgivingÓ David these wives. David,
following the custom of the kings of other nations, personally chose to take as
many wives as he wanted, since he had the freedom of choice. As a result, God
displayed His Òdispleasure at DavidÕs having a plurality of wives by visiting him
with judgments, and permitting evils to rise up against him from his own
house.Ó121
In short, a careful study of the passage, together with a correct understanding of the character of a God who tempts no one (Jas 1:13), indicates that when
these verses are examined in context,122 it becomes clear that it is inaccurate and
even blasphemous to blame God for DavidÕs immoral choices.
A second example of an apparently God-endorsed controversial action is recorded in 1 Samuel 16:1-4a (NASB):
Now the Lord said to Samuel, ÒHow long will you grieve over
Saul, since I have rejected him from being king over Israel? Fill your
horn with oil, and go; I will send you to Jesse the Bethlehemite, for I
have selected a king for Myself among his sons.Ó
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But Samuel said, ÒHow can I go? When Saul hears of it, he will
kill me.Ó And the Lord said, ÒTake a heifer with you, and say, ÔI have
come to sacrifice to the Lord.Õ
ÒAnd you shall invite Jesse to the sacrifice, and I will show you
what you shall do; and you shall anoint for Me the one whom I designate to you.Ó
So Samuel did what the Lord said.

The story of the anointing of David as the new Israelite king has quite frequently been discussed and debated in connection with the issues of truthtelling
and deception. It is a pericope which does not appear to have an easy resolution.
As has been challenged:
DonÕt jump around this storyÑface it. DonÕt charge Òsituation
ethicsÓÑthis is Bible. DonÕt suggest heathenismÑthis is God talking. DonÕt cry ÒOld TestamentÓ Ñthe Jehovah of the Old Testament
is the Jesus of the New. Would we have the temerity to accuse God
Himself of lying? What are we to make of this story?123

While not directly accusing God of lying, this story is presented as an acceptable ÒpracticalÓ method of using deception to resolve the problem that Samuel faced. The statement made by God in verse 2 has been called ÒGodÕs command to Samuel to mislead Saul.Ó124 Others have been more direct, labeling this
as Òclearly an authorized deception,Ó125 or Òat best a half-truthÓ which had Òdivine authorization.Ó126 Is it true that ÒGod guides people even in human intrigues,Ó127 and that ÒYahweh will lie, if necessaryÓ?128 In fact, in more contemporary language, GodÕs response to Samuel has been paraphrased as follows:
ÒÔGood grief, man, lie a little. Tell them something to divert their attention.ÕÓ129
What are we to make of this story?
The passage immediately preceding 1 Samuel 16 contains the sad record of
how Saul Òrejected the word of the LordÓ (1 Sam 15:26), and of how God had
subsequently Òtorn the kingdom of IsraelÓ from him (1 Sam 15:28). Describing
God as consistent and trustworthy, Samuel then says: ÒAnd also the Glory of
Israel will not lieÓ (1 Sam 15:29a NASB). It is significant that this affirmation of
the total truthfulness of God comes a mere seven verses before the problematic
passage under consideration. Thus, it forms the proper contextual background
123
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for correctly interpreting what has been dubbed a Òdivinely directed deception.Ó
Furthermore, the fact that God cannot lie (Titus 1:2; cf. Heb 6:18) and does not
deceive (Num 23:19) must be taken into account when dealing with the unchanging character (Mal 3:6) of the God whose Òwords are truthÓ (2 Sam 7:28).
One of the solutions proposed relates to the manner in which the first king
had been anointed. According to 1 Samuel 9:22-10:1, SaulÕs anointing had been
done in secret by Samuel.130 Likewise, since it was apparently not in the public
interest that the anointing of the next king be known at once, God told Samuel to
withhold this information from all except JesseÕs family. Moreover, it was customary for Samuel to offer sacrifices on his visits (see 1 Sam 9:11-14; cf. 11:14,
15).131 ÒThe Lord therefore reminded Samuel of an accompanying (if secondary)
reason for making the journey: to sacrifice a heifer.Ó132 Thus, though it is held
that there is Òexplicit authorization of the Lord as to the method of concealment,Ó133 it is maintained that Òthere was no untruth in what the Lord authorized.Ó134
Further analysis of this chronicle has revealed a rather unusual, and auspiciously more satisfactory, solution to this perplexing passage. Is it possible that
the first part of verse 2, which reads: ÒBut Samuel said, ÔHow can I go? When
Saul hears of it, he will kill meÕÓ (NASB), is actually an interruption by Samuel
in the middle of GodÕs instructions? When one recognizes that Samuel was not
averse to interrupting someone (see 1 Sam 15:15-17), and when one removes
this apparent interjection, the entire set of divine directions forms a cohesive
unit. This is precisely what Ellen White, under divine inspiration, has done:
ÒAnd the Lord said unto Samuel, How long wilt thou mourn for Saul,
seeing I have rejected him from reigning over Israel? fill thine horn
with oil, and go, I will send thee to Jesse the Bethlehemite: for I have
provided Me a king among his sons. . . . Take an heifer with thee, and
say, I am come to sacrifice to the Lord. And call Jesse to the sacrifice, and I will show thee what thou shalt do: and thou shalt anoint
unto Me him whom I name unto thee. And Samuel did that which the
Lord spake.Ó135

When the narrative is thus understood, after the removal of SamuelÕs interruption, the list of instructions from God can be seen to naturally flow quite
smoothly from one point to the next. In summary, when character themes, such
130
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as the veracity and trustworthiness of God, are appropriately considered, the
conspiracy theory that God fosters falsehood is shown to be both unbiblical and
even sacrilegious.
F. Consequential Speculation or Commandment Substantiation. One final time we need to return to that persuasive article on the controversial case of
Rahab, who lied while hiding two Israelite spies. In setting the framework for
this story, note was made of the strategic importance of Jericho, a fortress city,
which happened to be the first challenge the Israelites had to face as they prepared to enter Canaan. It was then alleged that Òa failure here would spell psychological disaster for the invading forces. But a decisive victory would send
shock waves throughout the entire area, unnerving less-protected leaders.Ó136
Later on, expressing a similar concern for avoiding undesirable results, it was
argued that, had Rahab remained silent when asked about the spies, such refusal
to speak Òwould have been fatal to the spies, for it would have triggered an exhaustive search of the premises.Ó137 Then it is contended: ÒOn the other hand, to
have disclosed the whereabouts of her visitors would have led to their certain
imprisonment or death at an exceedingly critical time in IsraelÕs history.Ó138 Accordingly, reasoning that these consequences had to be rigorously avoided, Rahab is applauded for her daring deception.139
This type of consequential speculation is evident in the debate surrounding
whether or not practicing polygamists should be baptized and permitted to continue their plural marriage as members of the Christian community. Arguing in
favor of this, it has been claimed that Òfatherless children, destitute women,
prostitution and suicideÓ140 have resulted from a church policy which requires
the polygamist to become monogamous before baptism. Asserting that Òin most
of the existing tribal structures they [i.e., the women who have been set aside]
would be left without any ties or protection whatsoever and in most cases delivered over to prostitution,Ó141 it has been proposed that Òexisting polygamous
marriages may be allowed to continue when a person is baptized.Ó142
136
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While it is not possible to enter into a detailed investigation of the biblical
view of polygamy in this study,143 the important issue to note here is the manner
in which the decision to baptize practicing polygamists is arrived atÑessentially
by means of what I have termed consequential speculation. To make it more
relevant for American Adventists, consider a different marital matter that may
all too soon confront the SDA Church in North America. In December 1997, in
a landmark court case, Jon Holden and Michael Galluccio won a settlement
giving homosexual couples in New Jersey the right to jointly adopt children, just
like married couples.144 If, similar to polygamists, this gay couple had gotten
into their relationship ignorant of the SDA understanding of the BibleÕs marital
standards, should they upon conversion to Adventism be baptized as practicing
homosexuals, so as to avoid the trauma of breaking up the family, or in order to
prevent the discarded partner from suffering Òcruel hardshipÓ145 and entering
into a life of crime and misery?
That seems to be the problem with so many of us when confronted with
perplexing ethical difficulties or life-or-death dilemmasÑwe attempt to project
Òwhat would happen if . . .Ó; and then we make decisions based on these consequential speculations. However, Jesus Christ plainly states: ÒDo not be afraid of
what you are about to suffer. . . . But be faithful, even if you have to die, and I
will give you the crown of lifeÓ (Rev 2:10 NCV). This identical principle is evident in Ellen WhiteÕs admonition, that ÒChristÕs ambassadors have nothing to do
with consequences. They must perform their duty and leave results with
God.Ó146 How then should we make moral decisions? Essentially echoing
Revelation 2:10, Ellen White reminds us: ÒIn deciding upon any course of action
we are not to ask whether we can see that harm will result from it, but whether it
is in keeping with the will of God.Ó147 Consequences or commandments, that is
the question!
This was the choice that Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, had to make.
When faced with either the fiery furnace or forsaking their heavenly Father, they
bravely, yet politely, informed Nebuchadnezzar: ÒOur God whom we serve is
able to deliver us from the furnace of blazing fire; and He will deliver us out of
your hand, O kingÓ (Dan 3:17 NIV). Then they added: ÒBut even if He does not,
. . . we are not going to serve your godsÓ (Dan 3:18 NIV). Commenting on such
unswerving allegiance, Ellen White observes: ÒTrue Christian principle will not
stop to weigh consequences.Ó148 These were men who acted out of supreme love
143
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for God, and therefore, they were radically obedient to His commandments, regardless of consequences.149
Admittedly, statements such as these run counter to a culturallyconditioned, results-oriented, rationalistic mind. As has been astutely noted:
ÒWe want to be like the most High, subject to none.Ó150 Then this challenge is
made: ÒBut can we calculate the eternal results or the rightness of our actions?
We cannot predict even the next five minutes, much less the future.Ó151 Thus,
instead of speculating about possible consequences, we are to live our lives in
complete conformity to the commandments of the Creator of the universe.
Incidentally, some have noted that the Bible nowhere directly condemns
Rahab for her falsehoods. However, it is equally true that throughout the Word
of God these lies are never commended either. Careful study of the Scriptures
reveals that a lack of any direct commendation or condemnation of actions is no
indication of the rightness or wrongness of the deeds performed. For example,
149
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nowhere is there any condemnation of the rape and incest of the daughters of
Lot with their father, as recorded in Genesis 19. Since the oldest daughter had a
son named Moab, who became the ancestor of Ruth, and ultimately of Jesus,152
should one conclude that this incestuous rape was actually a good thing? Obviously, just as in this case, so the deception practiced by Rahab Òviolates a clear
commandment of GodÓ153 and needs to be assessed on this basis.
LetÕs return briefly to the argument used above, which says that RahabÕs
use of deception was justifiable, for without it the spies would certainly have
been captured or killed, resulting in disaster for the Israelites. This type of logic
contradicts Romans 3:8, which Òwarns us not to say ÔLet us do evil that good
may result.ÕÓ154 Incredibly, the article on Rahab never once mentions that it was
at GodÕs direct command that the Israelites were to cross the Jordan River, Òto
the land which I am giving to themÑthe children of IsraelÓ (Josh 1:2).155 Thus,
totally ignoring GodÕs pivotal role in the lives of His people, the Rahab incident
was approached from a thoroughly humanistic perspective.
Instead of adopting such a godless or ÒatheisticÓ view of life, Paul reminds
us in 1 Corinthians 10:13 that ÒGod is faithful,Ó and that He Òwill not allow you
to be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the temptation will also make
a way of escape, that you may be able to bear it.Ó In other words, God will never
permit anyone to be in a situation where that person is forced to practice deception; there will always be a morally correct way out of the problem. Ellen White
informs us that, as a free moral agent, mankindÕs loyalty must be tested, Òbut he
is never brought into such a position that yielding to evil becomes a matter of
necessity. No temptation or trial is permitted to come to him which he is unable
to resist.Ó156 Indeed, ÒGod requires of all His subjects obedience, entire obedience to all His commandments,Ó157 as He states in Deuteronomy 5:29: ÒAlways
keep all My commandments,Ó from the ÒheartÓ (emphasis added). Furthermore,
ÒHis commandments are not burdensomeÓ (1 John 5:3), for the Christian Òcan
do all things through ChristÓ (Phil 4:13). Jesus ChristÑHe is really the ÒsecretÓ
to this entire issue of truthtelling! For Òthose who have the mind of Christ will
keep all of GodÕs commandments, irrespective of circumstances.Ó158
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Postscript: The Alteration of Adventist History
Unfortunately, a tendency similar to the fallacious reinterpretation of Bible
narratives has begun to show up in published materials on SDA history (i.e., the
ÒstoryÓ of our denomination). Generally, this trend to creatively reconstruct the
past seems to center on controversial contemporary concerns.
I. The Ordination of Women and the 1881 General Conference. Consider, for example, the debate over whether or not women should be ordained to
the gospel ministry. Referring to this issue in the Adventist church in the nineteenth century, it has been argued:
Did you know that the General Conference in session actually voted
the ordination of women back in 1881? Unfortunately, the officers
neglected to implement this official action of the church body. Now,
more than a century later, the time may be ripe to move forward.159

Is this claim correct? A careful reading of the published report of the business proceedings of the 1881 General Conference session, reveals that on December 5, seven matters were brought up for discussion. 160 Issues were dealt
with generally in the following manner: First, a resolution was put forward;
then, this proposal was discussed; and finally, a vote was taken.161 While most
of the recommendations were adopted, none were directly denied. Those that
were not approved were either deferred to a later date, or referred to another
committee, an action that appears to have been an indirect manner of turning
down a proposal. This seems to be the case concerning womenÕs ordination: It
was proposed, discussed by several, and then referred to a committee, from
whence it never appeared again. As correctly noted in another book: ÒThat
resolution [i.e., the recommendation to ordain women] was referred to the General Conference Committee and never came to a vote.Ó162 And what do we learn
from this? That, especially on controversial issues, it can be dangerous to rely on
secondary sources. So, wherever possible, the best thing to do is to go back to
the original records, study them personally, and then draw conclusions.
II. German Adventists and World War I Military Service. A second
contentious question that has come under the influence of historical revisionism
has to do with the SDA perspective on war. An intriguing article about the life
of L. R. Conradi, the controversial leader of the Adventist church in Germany in
the early 20th century, was recently produced. In this article, the following
statement appears:
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Informed in 1915 that some believers were choosing death over
bearing arms, Ellen White told her son Willie, ÒI do not think they
ought to do that.Ó In March Conradi and other German leaders wrote
to the commanding general of the Seventh Army, stating that all Adventist inductees would indeed bear arms and do Sabbath duties.163

Did Ellen White really speak out against those who would rather die than
kill others in warfare? And was this statement, as attributed to her, the reason
Conradi and others promoted killing and Sabbath-breaking, as so clearly implied
in this article? The original documents on which this article was based reveal
that Conradi had officially informed the German army of his pro-combatant,
anti-Sabbath views164 more than 11 weeks before Ellen White was even reported
to have made the statement which supposedly authorized ConradiÕs action. In
fact, it was in August 1914, fully nine months earlier,165 that Conradi had first
publicly promoted his personal view, that killing and Sabbath-breaking were
acceptable for Adventists because it was wartime. But what did that statement,
ÒÔI do not think they ought to do that,ÕÓ as attributed to Ellen White, have to do
with ConradiÕs aberrant views? Here are the facts: Ellen White was 87 years old
and very feeble at this time. She was so weak that she herself wrote no letters at
all that year. The above statement is part of a discussion that her son, Willie,
himself 60 years old,166 wrote down as best he could recall, the day after they
had talked. Furthermore, this short sentence is so unclear and ambiguous, that in
1962 the Board of Trustees of the Ellen G. White Estate took the following official action:
We take the position that this report, representing a recollection of a
conversation with Ellen White on May 24 [1915] and presenting
fragments of her statement in response to certain information relative
to the situation of our brethren in the war should not be put in the
category of testimony material or that which has come to us from the
inspired pen of Ellen G. White presented under the compelling influence of the Spirit of God. The statement is obscure and it is difficult
to know just what the true meaning of Ellen White was. We must
recognize that the conversation took place within just a few weeks of
her death, and the statement appears in a framework indicative of the
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fact that her mind passed readily from periods of clearness to periods
of confusion.167

So, instead of quoting an ambiguous, obscure, fragmentary, second-hand
statement, something that Ellen White is simply reported to have orally made
during her final illness when her mind alternated between clarity and chaos, the
people entrusted with preserving and promoting her work recommend utilizing
the voluminous material on the matter of military service, documents which
have been verified as written and produced by Ellen White herself while under
the influence of the Holy Spirit.168
III. James WhiteÕs Original Position on Participation in War. Ironically,
while Ellen White has been erroneously caricatured as the one responsible for
the fateful pro-combatant position that was at least partly to blame for the later
split in the church from which the SDA Reform Movement developed, historical
revisionism has inaccurately credited James White with the prudent early Adventist position on warfare. Toward the end of 1998 a rather informative article
on Operation Whitecoat was published. In briefly recapping the Adventist
churchÕs initial years, it was observed that during the US Civil War Òdifferent
perspectives about military serviceÓ were being taken.169 On the one side Òabolitionist Adventists maintained that compulsory military service would aid a
righteous causeÑthe destruction of slavery.Ó170 On the other side Adventist
pacifists pointed out Òthat any participation with the military constituted a violation of the sixth commandmentÑÕthou shalt not killÕ (Ex. 20:13).Ó171 Then, the
following comment is made: ÒJames White, editor of the weekly Review, suggested a third and middle way in a landmark editorial in August 1862.Ó172
Though this article does not directly state what this Òmiddle wayÓ was that
James White purportedly proposed, in the following paragraph a Òmiddle wayÓ
is defined as Òrefusing to bear arms but participating in the military as noncombatant medical personnel when legally required to do so.Ó173 As any knowledgeable Adventist is aware, this did become the official SDA position in the mid1860s. But, was this the position taken by James White in that Òlandmark editorial,Ó as the article suggested? LetÕs go back to that 1862 article. In it, James
White first reminded his readers that,
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The position which our people have taken relative to the perpetuity of
the law of God contained in the ten commandments, is not in harmony with all the requirements of war. The fourth precept of that law
says, ÒRemember the Sabbath-day to keep it holy;Ó the sixth says,
ÒThou shalt not kill.Ó174

Then, James White made this bombshell assertion: ÒBut, in the case of
drafting, the government assumes the responsibility of the violation of the law of
God.Ó175 This explosive editorial sent shockwaves throughout the fledgling denomination. A barrage of letters to the editor flooded in, some of which, as
James White himself admitted, Òvirtually charge us with teaching Sabbathbreaking and murder.Ó176 In response to the request for Òwell-written articlesÓ177
on this subject, Henry Carver submitted a lengthy letter, in which he addressed,
among other things, James WhiteÕs idea of blaming the government for any
killing or Sabbath-breaking an Adventist draftee might be called on to do in time
of war. Carver reasoned:
This seems to me to be untenable and dangerous ground; for if the
government can assume the responsibility now for the violation of
two of these holy precepts, and we go clear, why may not the same
government assume the responsibility for the violation of the Sabbath
law and we go clear when the edict goes forth that all shall observe
the first day of the week?178

As one reviews the historical records, it becomes blatantly obvious that the
perspective proposed by James White was not the moderate Òmiddle wayÓ of a
medic, a compassionate conscientious cooperator, as intimated in the Operation
Whitecoat article. Rather, it was an extreme opinion, a radical departure from
the basic biblical view of accepting blame for our own actions, even decisions
made under duress or distress.179 Thankfully, in time James White apparently
moved away from this perilous proposal toward what soon became the historic
official noncombatant position of the SDA Church.
What do we learn from all this? Just as Scripture stories have been and are
being radically reinterpreted, our own Adventist history is at times being imaginatively rewritten. Instead of merely bemoaning this disturbing distortion of
sacred stories and denominational documents, we can take the following steps:
(1) Personally search the Scriptures and our churchÕs historical records as far as
possible, instead of simply relying on others to do our reading and thinking for
us; (2) Encourage diligent, intelligent, and committed Adventists, young and
old, male and female, to get involved in reading, researching, and reliably writ174
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ing up relevant materials that will make a positive contribution, as we carry out
ChristÕs commission of sharing the Good News of His second coming with people all around us and throughout the world; and (3) Pray for those who have
been blessed with writing abilities, that they may produce truth-filled articles
and books, which will help people to live, not out of fear of the future, but by
faith in our Heavenly Father.
In Conclusion: Distorting Scripture Stories Can Be Deadly
David had just returned from a successful battle against the Amalekites,
when he was brought news about his old nemesis, King Saul (see 2 Sam 1). A
young man who had managed to escape from SaulÕs camp, eagerly, yet with
appropriate humility, reported the death of Saul. Now, according to the immediately preceding chapter, 1 Samuel 31, and as confirmed in 1 Chronicles 10, Saul
had been badly wounded while fighting against the Philistines. When his armorbearer refused to kill him, Saul ended his life by throwing himself on his own
sword.
Notwithstanding these facts, and apparently hoping to secure special favors
from the new monarch, the young Amalekite escapee gave SaulÕs crown and
bracelet to David, and then distorted the story. He claimed he had come across
the injured Saul on the battlefield, who had then said to him: ÒÔÒPlease come
here and kill me. I am badly hurt and am almost dead alreadyÓÕÓ (2 Sam 1:9
NCV). Concluding this fabricated account, he then said: ÒÔSo I went over and
killed himÕÓ (2 Sam 1:10 NCV). DavidÕs response was to have the young man
killed. So, instead of being lauded, he lost his life; in place of being exalted, he
was executed. Yes, distorting Scripture stories can indeed be deadly!180
While the AmalekiteÕs falsifying of the facts resulted in his own physical
death, the cunning reconstruction of biblical narratives will have devastating and
debilitating ethical, moral, and spiritual implications. Therefore, the challenge to
every committed Bible believer is to always be Òrightly dividing the word of
truthÓ (2 Tim 2:15), for it is these ÒHoly Scriptures, which are able to make you
wise for salvation through faith which is in Christ JesusÓ (2 Tim 3:15). In other
words, while distorting Scripture stories can be deadly, a Christ-centered, consistent, contextual, and chronologically coherent interpretation of the chronicles
of the Bible will contribute to the development of a Christlike character, a personal ethical transformation essential for life in GodÕs kingdom.181
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